Is the Joy of Satan “Racist” ?
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades!
As we always do, we have to answer accurately and clearly about this matter about
the JoS being, or not being, “Racist”.
To address this, we have to start from the beginning.

First of all, the term Racist was invented by Jewish Communists, and is a label
for anyone who basically believes in the values of Racial and Cultural
Preservation, who, in other ways, opposes the Jewish Communist Views on
Multiculturalism, Assimilation of Races and Cultures, assimilation of all states in
one big “Global” state etc. All these are supposed to be, one Rule, under
Communism, which is by its nature a jewish idea and invention, invented by Karl
Marx, the son of a Talmudic Rabbi, then supported and reinforced by other jews like
Trotsky, Lenin and other scholars and intellectuals of the same school of thought.
Behind this Communism and everything else which supports it or advocates it, we
have found, after copious amounts of research, do hide in plain sight for any
researcher, the innermost ideas of Judaism in regards to how this world should be
governed. Many Talmudic and Torah scholars have openly stated (like Baal Shem
Tov) that the ideal way of governing society, is through Communism, and that this
was based on “Divine Revelation” by the powers and deity(-ies) the jews do believe.

In this ideal state of governing, as the USSR, Communist China, Communist Albania,
Poland, South Korea, Greece and other places have proven historically, the jews are
supposed to be on the top, ruling the masses with a “Rod of Iron”. Whether or not
they make it into a governing power, the casualties still remain, mainly because of the
opposing elements that Communism brings (being a “Revolutionary Idea”) in the
midst of any “Host Society” that its being brought into. The casualties and destruction
in all social, economic and structural sectors have been unparalleled in history, which
happened under this way of governing. Casualties which go above the hundreds of
millions, are just the large sum of dead people who have been ‘resisting’ the
“Revolution” or who stood as obstacle to it. Therefore, these people were
exterminated. This was when the Communists had total power to move things
physically, to do what Lenin has taught as, “move onto the Next Stage of the
Communist Revolution”, longing to its finalization, which is a totalitarian regime in
every sense of the word.

This idea behind Communism, while it’s appealing as “Equality” for the masses, this
equality is only between the members of the masses, not the people in general. While
there is already Equality (at least in Civil Society) in front of the law, Communism
preaches physical and biological, or other forms of equality which as perceived, go
against the dictates of Nature. This ideally seems like a way to avoid wars and build
war peace, but this cannot be manifested in reality and for this to be approached, other
radical things would have to happen first, which include, Race Mixing, Death of
Nations and any opposing religious, cultural and ethical elements, or just about any
element that is in opposition to the Communist world conception and dogma. In this
“ideal” state, the jews are at the top and they are governing over everyone else,
everyone is racially, culturally and physically assimilated (except of the Jews, who
retain their culture), the individual and all individualism is crushed totally under the
boot of “mass” and “equality”. Despite of the promises of ‘Communism’ and the
‘Communist Paradise’, most people who know the historical reality of these
paradisiac statements and the obvious and Natural Reality all around us, know that
this cannot be manifested and cannot exist in reality. The jews and the defenders of
Communism, do approve that if all Races and people are destroyed and assimilated,
all borders and distinctions or individual traits are destroyed, then people can live in
“peace”.

For anyone that does not approve the above or in any way, stands against everything
that factors in or helps the above, or opposes any idea of what is presented above, the
term Racist which was invented by jews, is used since the Communist Revolution to
attack them and win any argument without arguing, against any and all form of
resistance and opposition to the ideology of Communism or whatever supports it.

Most users of this word are not aware neither of what Racist means, neither of what it
means, nor they can define what it means. This is the purpose of this. What being
Racist means is nothing but thin air, it cannot be acutely pinpointed by those who use
this word or blame others of being ‘racist’ and it can be adjusted in any time and
condition, is based on the demoralization, be it ethical and social, of the target this
word has selected to hit- it cannot be argued with logically and it is simply a political
slur of the lowest kind to instantly demolish enemies without any further thinking
process or insight over what being a “Racist” is. The word “Racist” in itself has no
meaning and hides behind itself no real value. It is just an emotionally charged
statement that is being thrown upon opponents of the Communist and Marxist
(Jewish) Ideology, and all the aspects which help and cultivate it.

This is identical to how the term “Nazi” is being used to label any opposition against
the jewish views of supremacy, critical thinking in regards to the choices and beliefs
of Israel, the Jews or Judaism, or programs that relate to these in the political, ethical
or even religious sphere. Every opposition or critical analysis of such is “Nazi” or
“Racist”. The labels are interchangeable over what the situation needs eradicated,
ideologically or in any other ground. Both these labels are based on the conception

and teaching of what our enemies instruct both being a “Nazi” or “Racist” could
potentially be, or is in reality. The contents of both the terms do not come from us and
therefore, cannot represent us. We treat these at best as lowest political slur of the
lowest level.

Therefore, what does this word prove and, is the JoS Racist?

In reality, No.

In the sense of how our enemies and their side see us as their enemies, Yes.

We are not afraid to be called Racist, either. It means we are opposed to the
enemy and their values.

To us, since this word is empty and devoid and just a political under-belt strike to
undermine opponents without any argument, being labelled “Racist” is not an issue. It
rings no bells, it causes no damage, since it means nothing. Yet, to the people who
don’t know what it means, where being or not being “Racist” potentially leads and are
indoctrinated into Communism and Cultural Marxism, it just means that we are their
enemies or ideological opposition. This doesn’t mean anything in itself, and unless the
members partaking or watching this conversation are brainwashed or have already
taken a side, this statements hold no innate value.

And in this, the statement of them stands correct. According to them, we are Racist,
because we oppose them. But we are not “Racist” in the way they describe or they
have lead the populace to believe due to decades of indoctrination (ie, hating on other
Races other than one’s respective Race for instance) but we are ‘Racist’ in the sense
of their labelling to us, as their opposes and enemies. Not in substance. We
oppose all the aforesaid values, where these could potentially lead, where these lead
historically, the plan of any future world based on these values and the people who
created, do support and hide behind these “values”. We have found these to be
socially, culturally and existentially deadly and dangerous and upon examining both
the physical, historical and spiritual dimension of what these beliefs are and where
they lead, we cannot but reject these values.

Therefore, we are called negatively, “Nazis” or thought of as “Racists”.

We are naturally opposed to the above beliefs, both in the spiritual sphere, but also in
the ideological sphere, nonetheless.

To examine further our religious side of view on the subject of “Nazism” and
“Racism”.
To take matters from the beginning, the first book ever written on Racial Supremacy,
enslaving other Races, destroying hostile and “alien” civilizations and states merely
because of the reason of their differences, is owned by jews and it is self-evident in its
teaching. For anyone that doesn’t know, this is the Jewish Book of the Bible, which
was written by jews. Especially in the first part of it, the Old Testament, gives out in
plain the ideas which are the structural basis of the Jewish Thinking. In its first pages,
and throughout the bible, Racial hatred, that to kill and destroy other Races is justified
for the Jewish People, that their war against enemy cultures, religions and faiths is
justified by God- all these teachings reside in the book and are ascribed as the “Will
of God”, who is the “God” of the “Chosen People”, again, the Jews. Gentiles and
anyone who resists this jewish expansionism in all areas, are labelled as Pagans and
Satanists, or those labeled as an Idolater. Everyone that doesn’t believe or bow into
this jewish representation of divine jewish power, is an enemy and stands in the
way of the divine way of the jews.

God exterminates and kills these people repeatedly and his/its actions are selfjustified. He is “god” and he needs no justification, neither he needs to reason out
anything with any mortal. He is just merely free to act, unlawfully and in anyway he/it
sees fit. The jews stand as a privileged Race, descending from “God”, separated from
any and all other Races, with their Racial God, their Racial Mission, Divine
Jurisdiction to “Judge”, “Destroy”, “Cheat” and “Reform” any other
Race/Culture/Civilization as they see fit and to achieve their ends. They are the
“good” people and all others, are the Evil people. Despite of any attempts to sugar
coat and beautify all this, the sayings in the bible are evident. The jews are at war,
spiritually, mentally and physically, with every Non-Jewish Race that doesn’t accept
their conception of “god” and they are by definition, Satanic, as is anything that
opposes the teachings of the New or Old Testament. Now, historically, all those who
opposed the jewish dogmas, expansionism and conception, have been labelled
“idolaters” and Satanists at times of judgment. In certain historical epochs, they were
plain out murdered and killed. This label was enough. The jews openly state through
this book these common points:
1. The jews are by nature opposed against all other Races who oppose them. Same
is implied for their ways of governing themselves, their deities and any other structure
by which their enemies become powerful and survive.

2. The jews are by nature opposed and at war against all other ideas or modes of
thinking which do not accept what they profess inside the Bible, or later on
historically, in any other sphere such as the political one.
3. The jews have the right to exterminate, attack and destroy every opposition to
them. Part of this right is also the right to infiltrate and “change” civilizations, beliefs
and cultures as they see fit – They are imposing the will of “god” as they see it and
neither them neither “god” is to be questioned, let alone criticized and overthrown.
4. Despite of the opposing statements, this has happened already countless times in
history, in the whole of Jewish History, if just someone pays attention. No matter if
solely jewish hands or not have done this, they have certainly incited it.
5. On all the history of what we call jews, the ruling caste of this Race has been
what can be called as Zionists. Although this label is a bluff to divide attention from
all jews, only to the ruling elements, the fact that the jews are always ruled by these
elements and by their own choice, proves that the jews are too desiring this to take
place, furiously and feverishly. For reasons of security, they just preach otherwise.
The political manifestation of Zionism and the plans to create the “God World” are
the blueprints of Communism. The roof of all this is the Bible.
The jews behind all this, are allowed freely and without any disruption to practice
what they deem as evil, unethical and corrupted for anyone else. Having a Racial
State, having Racial Laws, adhering to their Heritage, building their Racial Power and
collective, have an inner spirituality about all of the above and finally, having the
political ideology(-ies) to enforce what their collective thinks of as “goals” or
“purposes” to impose upon reality, not only to themselves without distraction, but to
anyone else. They are allowed to be a State within every State, give word only to
themselves and use as much force as necessary to focus their demands.

Βbecause nobody else is doing the same thing or even dares to affirm this, the jews
are by this connectedness more powerful in comparing to their enemies, which they
constantly attack with whatever mentally, socially, physically and culturally or
religiously destabilizes them. Cultural Marxism, Christianity, Islam, Immigration due
to the Wars of Israel, preaching “equality” and Communism- all these things are well
known by jews to be cards so they can further push their Agenda. The uneducated
masses, having no ideas for themselves and no cultural compass, let alone religious
compass or intellectual compass, are by definition clinging on what the jews have
formulated for them. Therefore, these values bring confusion and the jews achieve
their ends through them.

Whomever resists, disobeys, or wants to counteract theseattacks, or is even
critical of these- they are Nazis or Racists in the Political Sphere, or Satanists in
the Religious one. Therefore, subjects for extermination and subversion.

Things to examine are for instance, why are people believing in Christianity, same as
they do believe in Communism, without having done any research about these things
or having any concrete knowledge of the deeper meanings in such? Why are there so
many forms and so many lies and confusions in regards to both of these programs?
Why do people are uneducated to the fact that Christianity and Communism are both
imposed ideologies, that came in war and killed Millions? Why are opposes of such
treated in such inhumane and destructive ways? Why in both these beliefs, jews,
jewish ideals, jewish ethics and jews are praised as ideological, “godlike” and
political icons of worship?

Also, to not stretch matters. Many people claim that Communism is Atheism. This is
easily debunked by the holy and mighty authority and worship the jews behind both
these programs received. God, like “jews” and whatever they create, is beyond
analysis, correction, criticism and opposition. Somehow, both of these programs are
based in some invisible, unnatural mechanism that makes people feel “guilty”,
“wrong” and “immoral” if the values of these are not followed and accepted, no
matter even if logical analysis, historical proof and evidence proves these values
deadly for the mental health, spiritual health, or the health of any state, civilization
and being with life.

One can glaringly see that “Nazi”, “Racist” and “Satanist” or any other such
statement, works in the same way and in the same purpose. To turn public
opinion/masses (since it’s owned and educated by the jewish powers in religion,
intellectualism etc) and public hatred or outright murdering force, towards anyone
who opposes these people, their demands and their expansion. While
Satanist/Idolater is the title for this process in the religious level, Nazi and Racist
are the labels used for the Political level. The meaning though remains the same:
Whomever opposes the jews is labelled blindly and is to be destroyed, imprisoned,
punished, or removed from the way for the jewish goals, ideas, aspirations and forces.

The Joy of Satan is, as the name implies, a Satanic Religion. We have found that
Satanism doesn’t mean anything and has absolutely no substance like what the
enemies of Satan, their writings and their conception of it, have preached. Satan stems
from the Sumerian Satyan, which means Eternal Way and also ties into the Hindu
term for Sanatana Dharma Dharma which means again, the Eternal Way. It’s entirely
something else, and this is described in the Joy of Satan webpage, so as to not make
this lengthy, we can skip this. What is for sure is that this “God” and all other Pagan
“Gods” mentioned in the Bible, are to us at least, literal entities that do oppose the
jewish purposes and advances. We believe that behind these silly stories which are
like fairytales of the enemy, real and concrete forces, beings and types of awareness
make their own “War”.

The correct term for the Joy of Satan, is what is called as Racial Separatism.

Satanists adhere to the laws of Nature, and Nature intended by her own design.

Therefore, this brings us to the understanding of certain points. The first point is, that
one must always respect what Nature intends and work in accordance to Nature.
When Nature is not obeyed, one cannot be free. Actions which defy the laws of
Nature, end up in failure and disaster.

This is why the Joy of Satan is against Race Mixing and supports Racial Separatism.
Race Mixing is known and proven scientifically, to cause physical issues when done
repeatedly over long periods of time. Also, Race mixing that is done over centuries,
not only doesn’t promote diversity, but in centuries down the road would simply
create a Human Race of genetic clump, without any differences, culturally, spiritually
or even physically. Race Mixing destroys any Diversity. This is to the benefit of
nobody, except of those who keep themselves Racially clean- The jews, at this point.

We believe any and all Gentile Races, which were created by Satan, have their right
to exist, evolve and pursuit their Racial fate on their own, in their own respective land
and region, but also culturally and existentially. We approve friendship, comradeship
and exchange of ideas between Races, but not to the point of assimilation or anywhere
close to this. Such acts are disrespectful, unnatural and mutually harmful. We want
Gentile Races to survive and Satan’s Agenda implies that all Races will and must
remain separated and free.

We believe that acts of Race Mixing come from a deep rooted, externally or internally
programmed self-hatred. One has to seriously hate or abhor themselves, as to want to
assimilate themselves, destroy their genetic and cultural heritage only to mold it into
nothingness. We consider this an act of lack of intelligence and hatred not only for
one’s self, but against Mankind in general, as no matter from which Race the mates
do spring, both Races they represent are being permanently destroyed. This does
happen after successive generations and the damage is in some cases, not apparent at
once.
The act of Race Mixing destroys what Nature has labored to create for millions of
years, into a single action and moment. The demographic and social research studies
that are not affected by PC and Cultural Marxist ideas, do prove that criminal
behavior largely has to do on how a human being cannot adjust to the collective
culture of their host Nation. We believe in Justice for all Races. All Gentile Races

must be allied, maintain their common Satanic Culture and fight against the enemy,
while maintaining their sacred Separateness.
Every Race has their Natural right to defend their territory, their progeny, their future
and their fate, or existence. Only the jews and ‘darker’ Races are allowed to exercise
this right socially and in a politically accepted sense, to the point even of abuse (such
as Rape, mass Immigration, destroying White Women, blaming Whites for
everything, racist crimes etc) while the White Race is at this point under the pressure
emerging from the Jewish Race and their constructions to both make the White Race
self-destroy themselves, weaken them down and finally, inbreed them, outright kill
them and destroy them.

Whomever is accepting of this, accepts indirectly the destruction of many members
not only of the Joy of Satan, but the planet, since the jews will easily get their way
with their plans and they also indirectly accept the Jewish Rulership of the Planet and
all that was stated above. They also indirectly accept, their own Racial, Cultural and
existential assimilation. We respect all Races and the Gods have plans for all Races,
only if they so themselves understand this and follow their way. The Gods are not
obligated in anyway, no different than any other being that is not listened to or
attacked, to give in and help anyone who is against their wishes and desires.

Social Marxist, PC, “Christian” or any other sorts of “universalist” values and values
which, according to our perception have destroyed Civilization or obviously threaten,
do leave us uninterested and also stand as our enemies, same as “Public Opinion”
which is just the shape and construct of the Mass Media, which are owned in their
striking majority of 99% by jews, only to serve jewish interests and shape the mass
consciousness according to their decrees. We trust that upon personal study and
looking into the “forbidden” side of reality, what we are told to always hate and
abhor, such as Satan, who is the exact opposite of what was preached by jews for
Centuries about Him, will find the Truth and comfort in the Truth.
Satan, as well as many of the Ancient Gods and Goddesses, we believe do come from
the Nordic Race, or the Race known as the Nordic Race. People with such desires to
inbreed and destroy these people, or any other Gentile people for that liking, do come
in opposition both to the wishes of Satan and the Gods we believe in, but also
blatantly move against both Humanity, Nature and their own self. No Gentile Race is
to be enslaved just for the sake of enslaving and definitely, the jews aren’t to get their
way in exterminating and weakening down all Gentile Races.

For those who are Racially Mixed and have the decency of character and intelligence
to understand that this action is not in accordance to Nature’s Will, they are well
accepted into our Ranks, they can Rank however highly and advance as far as they
strive for. There are no limitations in Satanism. The only thing that should be
worshipped, if that is the correct Word, is the Truth. Nothing that goes against the

dictates of Nature survives happily or powerfully for any length of time. We consider
the most obvious teaching of Nature to be, that one and the whole must be healthy,
powerful and evolve on their own path.

This is what Nature intended and Man, as partaker in Nature and possessing conscious
will and thought to direct these Natural Forces, can guide the forces of Nature to be a
creator. He can be a good one, or a horrible one. We consider that acts such as these
should happen in accordance to the highest beauty, with respect to Nature, those who
came before us and those who will come after us. Actions that do not take this in
consideration and solely mean to please one’s self in a distorted sense, destroying the
essential parts of Civilization (Such as Race, Culture, Heritage, the Natural
Environment etc) we consider abomination.

All Satanists, do have the keys to become Spiritual Adepts and also, spiritually the
highest Hierarchy on the planet. Against the beliefs of our enemies about Materialism,
the majority of Spiritual Satanists do know, like the Ancient People, the invisible and
metaphysical dimension of life. New rules arise by this research, without giving a
false feeling of supremacy (like the jews) who consider themselves “Chosen of God”
and think they have a right to enslave and destroy everyone else.

Our feeling of Superiority comes from Wisdom, Knowledge and assisting Civilization
to advance, but also becoming beacons of enlightenment for any other members of
our Race, Civilization or in our common cause. We believe that Gentile Races has a
sacred metaphysical purpose, and is not solely a grossly physical distinction between
people. These differences are holy and emanations from the Divine, with Divine
purposes for each.

The Truth must be understood and comprehended, but also accepted, irrespectively of
our personal neglect, acceptance or understanding. This doesn’t place any limitation,
but rather sets being free. Nature on her own affirms these Truths for everyone willing
to see it. People who disregard what is in front of them, or want to subvert the whole
of Humanity by unnatural actions, unnatural ethics and mental or spiritual or even
social destruction, by adhering to Jewish Teachings, are victims of their own fate and
as thus we cannot help it but have a suspicious and unaccepting stance towards them.
Satanism is about Truth, it cannot be made to serve lies or it loses its essence.
Therefore, for such beings, there exist other pacifist faiths and religious programs
which they can adhere to. They should not here wasting our time or theirs.

